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Escape Down is a challenging roguelite role-playing game, in which your group of four
prisoners must explore dungeons and face hundreds of enemies in fast-paced turn-based
combat, looking for a way to escape. What do you think? Post a comment Sign in or join

with: Only registered members can share their thoughts. So come on! Join the community
today (totally free - or sign in with your social account on the right) and join in the

conversation.REPORT: Jimmy Kimmel and Jimmy Fallon Intend to Return to Late-Night TV
(CNN) — Just days after Jimmy Kimmel announced that he would take over hosting duties
from David Letterman on CBS’ “Late Show” Monday, Letterman revealed via Twitter that

the famed duo are slated to return to late-night TV next year, ABC News confirmed. “David
will be on ‘Tonight,’ Jimmy will be on ‘Late Show,’” a source close to Letterman told CNN

late Saturday. “He and Jimmy are planning to do things together.” According to the source,
Kimmel and Letterman had a reunion of sorts earlier this week. Letterman said he and

Kimmel had a blast talking about the transition last night on “Late Show,” an insider told
CNN. “They both had a great time and Jimmy told David he wanted to talk about it again,”
the source said. Letterman and Kimmel recently met up to reminisce about their show’s

past “25 years,” a source said. “They both remember it fondly. Jimmy was upset that
David canceled the episode, and was angry and hurt,” the source added. Letterman

canceled the “Lampoon” hour on Wednesday night after Kimmel’s sweet tribute to his
“three favorite words in the world” — “you’re welcome” — so that the night could be given
to his late-night rivals, Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert. Sources said Letterman was back

on camera on Thursday morning, and he and Kimmel addressed the “Lampoon”
cancellation over the weekend. But the source said Letterman was also “gutted” about the

departure, telling Kimmel he “has to make the show go on.” “
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Q: php Regex find, if find match return string I have a string like this... $str = "Hi, this is the best
site I found all of time."; I found a website that generates a bunch of random strings, on the page
they have this string... Hi, this is the best site I found all of time! I want a php regex to find the
string and return all of the 'all of time', is this even possible? What have I tried.. I did get it to sort
of work.. heres what I have $str = "Hi, this is the best site I found all of time."; preg_match("/all of
time/", $str, $output); I am trying to get the string "all of time" and I can pass that into a function
that will output the needed information; but it is not returning the $all of time at all.. A: You can
write a PHP function to do exactly this: $str = "Hi, this is the best site I found all of time."; function
split_message($message) { $result = preg_split("/(?
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